German Short Stories For Beginners 20
Captivating
As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience approximately lesson, amusement, as
skillfully as deal can be gotten by just checking out a book german short stories for beginners 20
captivating along with it is not directly done, you could agree to even more approximately this life,
something like the world.
We present you this proper as with ease as easy exaggeration to get those all. We find the money for
german short stories for beginners 20 captivating and numerous book collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way. in the course of them is this german short stories for beginners 20
captivating that can be your partner.

Japanese Short Stories for Beginners Lingo Mastery 2020-08-07 Do you know what the hardest thing for
a Japanese learner is? Finding PROPER reading material that they can handle...which is precisely the
reason we've written this book! You may have found the best teacher in town or the most incredible
learning app around, but if you don't put all of that knowledge to practice, you'll soon forget everything
you've obtained. This is why being engaged with interesting reading material can be so essential for
somebody wishing to learn a new language. Therefore, in this book we have compiled 20 easy-to-read,
compelling and fun stories that will allow you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to
improve your grasp of the wonderful Japanese language. How Japanese Short Stories for Beginners
works: - Each chapter possesses a funny, interesting and/or thought-provoking story based on real-life
situations, allowing you to learn a bit more about the Japanese culture. - Having trouble understanding
Japanese characters? No problem - we provide you with the English translation below each paragraph,
allowing you to fully grasp what you're reading! - The summaries follow a synopsis in Japanese and in
English of what you just read, both to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the
tale was about. Use them if you're having trouble. - At the end of those summaries, you will be provided
with a list of the most relevant vocabulary from that chapter, as well as slang and sayings that you may
not have understood at first glance! Do not get lost trying to understand or pronounce it all, either, as
all of the vocabulary words are Romanized for your ease of learning! - Finally, you'll be provided with a
set of tricky questions in Japanese, allowing you the chance to prove that you learned something in the
story. Whether it's true or false, or if you're doing the single answer questions, don't worry if you don't
know the answer to any - we will provide them immediately after, but no cheating! We want you to feel
comfortable while learning Japanese; after all, no language should be a barrier for you to travel around
the world and expand your social circles! So look no further! Pick up your copy of Japanese Short
Stories for Beginners and level up your Japanese language skills right now!
Short Stories in Turkish for Beginners Olly Richards 2019-12-26 An unmissable collection of eight
unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners of Turkish. "Olly's top-notch
language-learning insights are right in line with the best of what we know from neuroscience and
cognitive psychology about how to learn effectively. I love his work - and you will too!" - Barbara
Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short Stories in Turkish for
Beginners has been written especially for learners from high-beginner to low-intermediate level,
designed to give a sense of achievement, and most importantly - enjoyment! Mapped to A2-B1 on the
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Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages, these eight captivating stories will
both entertain you, and give you a feeling of progress when reading. What does this book give you? ·
Eight stories in a variety of exciting genres, from science fiction and crime to history and thriller making reading fun, while you learn a wide range of new vocabulary · Controlled language at your level
to help you progress confidently · Realistic spoken dialogues to help you learn conversational
expressions and improve your speaking ability · Accessible grammar so you learn new structures
naturally, in a stress-free way · Beautiful illustrations accompanying each story, to set the scene and
support your understanding · Pleasure! Research shows that if you're enjoying reading in a foreign
language, you won't experience the usual feelings of frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!'
Carefully curated to make learning a new language easy, these stories include key features that will
support and consolidate your progress, including: · A glossary for bolded words in each chapter · A
bilingual word list · Full plot summary · Comprehension questions after each chapter. As a result, you
will be able to focus on enjoying reading, delighting in your improved range of vocabulary and grasp of
the language, without ever feeling overwhelmed. From science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers,
Short Stories in Turkish for Beginners will make learning Turkish easy and enjoyable.
First German Reader Harry Steinhauer 2012-03-06 Specially chosen for their power to evoke German
life and culture, these short, simple readings include poems, stories, essays, and anecdotes by Goethe,
Hesse, Heine, Schiller, and others.
French Short Stories for Beginners Touri Language Learning 2019-06-05 What is the most
challenging thing about learning French? It is finding helpful and engaging reading material that you
can actually understand…. That is exactly what inspired us to write this book. How is a student
supposed to learn when language instructors love providing materials that are tough expert-level
literature with tons of grammar and rules? That style of book for new language learners can be
overwhelming, and lead you to flip back and forth between a dictionary and your book… constantly! Not
an effective use of your time nor the best way to learn. Is this how children learn their language skills?
No. Enter French Stories for Beginners Vol. 1: You will find 10 easy-to-read, engaging, and fun stories
that will help you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to improve your grasp of the French
language. Improve your comprehension, grow your vocabulary and spark your imagination with these
ten unconventional French short stories! All stories are written using vocabulary that you could easily
use in your day-to-day conversations. The stories are written with beginner French learners in mind.
With that said, it is highly recommended to have a basic understanding of French to achieve maximum
enjoyment and effectiveness of the lessons. This program is excellent for those who want to get an
introduction to the language or brush up on their French language skills. How to Read French Short
Stories for Beginners: -Each story contains an important lesson in the French language (Verbs,
Adjectives, Past Tense, Giving Directions, and more), involving an interesting and entertaining story
with realistic dialogues and day-to-day situations. -A summary in French and in English of what you just
read, both to review the lesson and for you to gauge your comprehension of what the tale was about. -At
the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with a list of vocabulary found in the lesson, as well as
phrases that you may not have understood the first time! -Finally, you'll be given clever questions in
French, so you can prove that you learned something in the stories. Even if you have tried multiple
times to learn French these short stories will give you the jumpstart you need to finally grasp the
language! Act now and grab your copy of French Short Stories and start learning the fun way!
German Short Stories for Beginners: 20 Captivating Short Stories to Learn German & Grow Your
Vocabulary the Fun Way! Lingo Mastery 2019-02-20 Do you know what the hardest thing for a German
learner is? Finding PROPER reading material that they can handle...which is precisely the reason we've
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written this book! Teachers love giving out tough, expert-level literature to their students, books that
present many new problems to the reader and force them to search for words in a dictionary every five
minutes - it's not entertaining, useful or motivating for the student at all, and many soon give up on
learning at all! In this book we have compiled 20 easy-to-read, compelling and fun stories that will allow
you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to improve your grasp of the wonderful German
tongue. How German Short Stories for Beginners works: Each story is interesting and entertaining with
realistic dialogues and day-to-day situations. The summaries follow a synopsis in German and in English
of what you just read, both to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the tale was
about. At the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with a list of the most relevant vocabulary
involved in the lesson, as well as slang and sayings that you may not have understood at first glance!
Finally, you'll be provided with a set of tricky questions in German, providing you with the chance to
prove that you learned something in the story. Don't worry if you don't know the answer to any - we will
provide them immediately after, but no cheating! We want you to feel comfortable while learning the
tongue; after all, no language should be a barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your
social circles! So look no further! Pick up your copy of German Short Stories for Beginners and start
learning German right now! This book has been written by a native German author and is recommended
for A2+ level learners.
Short Stories in English for Beginners Olly Richards 2018-10-04 An unmissable collection of eight
unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners. "I love Olly's work - and you
will too!" - Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short
Stories in English for Beginners has been written especially for students from beginner to intermediate
level, designed to give a sense of achievement, and most importantly - enjoyment! Mapped to A2-B1 on
the Common European Framework of Reference, these eight captivating stories will both entertain you,
and give you a feeling of progress when listening. What does this book give you? · Eight stories in a
variety of exciting genres, from science fiction and crime to history and thriller - making learning fun,
while you gain a wide range of new vocabulary · Controlled language at your level, including the 1000
most frequent words, to help you progress confidently · Authentic spoken dialogues, to help you learn
conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability · Pleasure! It's much easier to learn a new
language when you're having fun, and research shows that if you're enjoying listening in a foreign
language, you won't experience the usual feelings of frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!' ·
Accessible grammar so you learn new structures naturally, in a stress-free way Carefully curated to
make learning a new language easy, these stories will entertain you, while at the same time allowing
you to benefit from an improved range of vocabulary and a better grasp of the language, without ever
feeling overwhelmed or frustrated. From science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short Stories
in English for Beginners will make learning English easy and enjoyable.
Spanish Short Stories for Beginners Fluency Faster 2021-03-22 Do you know why learning Spanish
seems so hard? Because finding the RIGHT reading material for your level is nearly impossible! When
you have access to an endless sea of information at your fingertips, the main problem you face is
knowing what to focus on. "Where do I start? What books should I learn from? How do I become fluent
as quickly as possible" - these questions are all too common. As a new Spanish student the last thing
you want to do is waste your time. Learning from confusing books that force you to search for words in
a dictionary every 2 minutes is not useful, effective or fun - and you'll soon give up! What's worse is that
some of the top rated books here on Amazon sell the promise that their Short Stories are "Beginner
Friendly"... ...but all it takes is a few scrolls to read the bad reviews and find out that they most
certainly are NOT for beginners! This book is different... Spanish Short Stories for Beginners offers 25
easy-to-read, engaging short stories that will not only entertain you, but also give you a feeling of
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progress when reading - all while expanding your vocabulary and arming you with the tools to improve
your Spanish effortlessly! How Spanish Short Stories Works: * Each story covers a set of useful realworld vocabulary, presented through a fun and entertaining story with authentic dialogues and day-today scenarios. (Asking for Directions, Shopping, Greetings, Basic Verbs etc.) * The vocabulary is bolded
so you can easily see which words the lesson is focusing on. * A full plot summary follows the short
story, both in Spanish and in English, so you can see if you understood what it was about. * After the
summary you'll find a list of the important vocabulary in the lesson (arranged alphabetically) with full
English translation - in case you did not understand them at first glance! * Finally, you'll be provided
with a comprehension quiz to test you knowledge and see what you have learned. * Don't worry if you
don't know the answers - they are provided shortly after, but remember... no cheating! Why choose this
book over the others? * Twenty-five engaging short stories, more than any other book on Amazon - more
variety equals more fun! * ACTUALLY for beginners - a controlled vocabulary mapped at the A1 level
that's fits your language needs. * A Focus on the 1000 most frequently used words - the only words you
need to become fluent. * Real-world scenarios - making it easier for you to use what you've learned in
everyday life. * A bolded glossary that is arranged alphabetically - making it quick and easily find the
vocabulary that you are stuck on. * Accessible grammar - so you can learn structure naturally, in a
stress free way. So look no further - click that " Add To Cart" Button and get ready to accelerate your
journey to fluency right now!
Chinese Short Stories For Beginners Lingo Mastery 2020-01-22 Chinese Short Stories For Beginners is
an excellent resource for Chinese (Mandarin) learners in the HSK1 to HSK 3 range. The book provides
the student with 20 short stories in Chinese along with English and Pinyin parallel text.
Short Stories in Italian for Beginners Olly Richards 2018-10-04 An unmissable collection of eight
unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners. "I love Olly's work - and you
will too!" - Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short
Stories in Italian for Beginners has been written especially for students from beginner to intermediate
level, designed to give a sense of achievement, and most importantly - enjoyment! Mapped to A2-B1 on
the Common European Framework of Reference, these eight captivating stories will both entertain you,
and give you a feeling of progress when reading. What does this book give you? · Eight stories in a
variety of exciting genres, from science fiction and crime to history and thriller - making reading fun,
while you learn a wide range of new vocabulary · Controlled language at your level, including the 1000
most frequent words, to help you progress confidently · Authentic spoken dialogues, to help you learn
conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability · Pleasure! It's much easier to learn a new
language when you're having fun, and research shows that if you're enjoying reading in a foreign
language, you won't experience the usual feelings of frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!' ·
Accessible grammar so you learn new structures naturally, in a stress-free way Carefully curated to
make learning a new language easy, these stories include key features that will support and consolidate
your progress, including · A glossary for bolded words in each text · A bilingual word list · Full plot
summary · Comprehension questions after each chapter. As a result, you will be able to focus on
enjoying reading, delighting in your improved range of vocabulary and grasp of the language, without
ever feeling overwhelmed or frustrated. From science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short
Stories in Italian for Beginners will make learning Italian easy and enjoyable.
Short Stories in German for Beginners Olly Richards 2018-10-02 German Short Stories for Beginners is
written especially for students from beginner to intermediate level (A1-B1 on the Common European
Framework of Reference). The eight captivating stories are designed to give you a sense of achievement
and a feeling of progress when reading. You'll finally be able to enjoy reading in German, grow your
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vocabulary in a natural way, and improve your comprehension at the same time. Based on extensive
research into how people most enjoy and benefit from reading in a new language, this book eliminates
all the frustrations you have experienced when trying to read in German: Dull topics that are no fun to
read Books so long you never reach the end Endless chapters that make you want to give up
Impenetrable grammar that frustrates you at every turn Complex vocabulary that leaves you with your
head buried in the dictionary Instead, you can just concentrate on what you came for in the first place enjoying reading and having fun! If you're learning German and enjoy reading, this is the book you need
to rekindle your passion for the language and take your German to the next level!
Russian Short Stories from Pushkin to Buida Robert Chandler 2005-05-26 From the reign of the
Tsars in the early 19th century to the collapse of the Soviet Union and beyond, the short story has long
occupied a central place in Russian culture. Included are pieces from many of the acknowledged
masters of Russian literature - including Pushkin, Turgenev, Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, and Solzhenitsyn alongside tales by long-suppressed figures such as the subversive Kryzhanowsky and the surrealist
Shalamov. Whether written in reaction to the cruelty of the bourgeoisie, the bureaucracy of communism
or the torture of the prison camps, they offer a wonderfully wide-ranging and exciting representation of
one of the most vital and enduring forms of Russian literature.
Short Stories in Swedish for Beginners Olly Richards 2020-01-23 An unmissable collection of eight
unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners of Swedish. "Olly's top-notch
language-learning insights are right in line with the best of what we know from neuroscience and
cognitive psychology about how to learn effectively. I love his work - and you will too!" - Barbara
Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short Stories in Swedish for
Beginners has been written especially for students from high-beginner to low-intermediate level,
designed to give a sense of achievement, a feeling of progress and most importantly - enjoyment!
Mapped to A1-B1 on the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages, these eight
captivating stories are designed to give you a sense of achievement and a feeling of progress when
reading. What does this book give you? - Eight stories in a variety of exciting genres, from science
fiction and crime to history and thriller - making reading fun, while you learn a wide range of new
vocabulary - Controlled language at your level to help you progress confidently - Realistic spoken
dialogues to help you learn conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability - Accessible
grammar so you learn new structures naturally, in a stress-free way - Pleasure! Research shows that if
you're enjoying reading in a foreign language, you won't experience the usual feelings of frustration 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!' Carefully curated to make learning a new language easy, these
stories include key features that will support and consolidate your progress, including: - A glossary for
bolded words in each chapter - Full plot summary - A bilingual word list - Comprehension questions
after each chapter. As a result, you will be able to focus on enjoying reading, delighting in your
improved range of vocabulary and grasp of the language, without ever feeling overwhelmed. From
science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short Stories in Swedish for Beginners will make
learning Swedish easy and enjoyable.
Korean Short Stories for Beginners Lingo Mastery 2020-09-29 Do you know what the hardest thing
for a Korean learner is? Finding PROPER reading material that they can handle...which is precisely the
reason we've written this book! You may have found the best teacher in town or the most incredible
learning app around, but if you don't put all of that knowledge to practice, you'll soon forget everything
you've obtained. This is why being engaged with interesting reading material can be so essential for
somebody wishing to learn a new language. Therefore, in this book we have compiled 20 easy-to-read,
compelling and fun stories that will allow you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to
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improve your grasp of the wonderful Korean language. How Korean Short Stories for Beginners works: Each chapter possesses a funny, interesting and/or thought-provoking story based on real-life
situations, allowing you to learn a bit more about the Korean culture. - Having trouble understanding
Hangul? No problem - we provide you with the same story twice - one version fully in Korean and the
other version with English translation added below each paragraph, allowing you to fully grasp what
you are reading! - The summaries follow a synopsis in Korean and in English of what you just read, both
to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the tale was about. - At the end of those
summaries, you will be provided with a list of the most relevant vocabulary from that chapter, as well as
slang and sayings that you may not have understood at first glance. - Finally, you'll be provided with a
set of tricky questions in Korean, giving you the chance to prove that you learned something in the
story. Don't worry if you don't know the answer to any - we will provide them immediately after, but no
cheating! We want you to feel comfortable while learning Korean; after all, no language should be a
barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your social circles! So look no further! Pick up
your copy of Korean Short Stories for Beginners and level up your Korean language skills right now!
Becoming Fluent in German Philipp Eich 2020-04 Learning German may seem like a difficult task.
Especially when it comes to the nature of the German language. The good news is that's just a false
presumption. Every language can be learned if you know the right technique and the right information.
It is proven that the easiest way to learn a language is to hear it in action. Hearing a natural german
conversation is the best thing you can do, it's like listening to a story. Natural is the keyword in that
sentence. A natural approach to learning the language is the fastest and simplest approach to do it. Why
do you think you hear people learning a language extremely fast when they move to another country?
Because they hear it naturally, every day. Learn German with stories . Maybe the easiest language
learning system ever created. How does that sound to you? People listen to other people's stories. The
human mind is programmed to like stories because that's what our life is. A story. And because of this
very reason, I've crafted stories that will easily cut you months of struggling to learn German. There will
no longer be a "struggle". Moving to Germany just to learn German is not a solution . That's why my
book "brings" Germany to you. It brings stories to you. Learning German with my stories will grab your
mind into believing that you will actually "live" into German conversations. When you're reading a story,
you feel like you're there. The same concept applies to learning German with stories. About my learning
German with stories book : It contains 150 short stories about everyday situations Every story is
followed by questions and key vocabulary The more you read, the easier your brain will automatically
get used to the German language ( isn't that easily beautiful? ) It includes more than 900 digital
flashcards for those not able to understand the book completely from the beginning It uses
psychologically inserted KEY PATTERNS to make your brain automatically easily learn sentences and
words (this is key) The book uses a read-word-repeat writing system along the stories for natural, fluid
learning ( heavy repetition = higher retention rate ) The Benefits of using my book: Easily learn German
with stories Feel at ease when reading & learning with the flow of the stories No struggle forcing to
learn words/phrases Learn at your own pace Feel confident in your German language skills after a few
weeks ONLY Once you learn, you NEVER forget Learn German with my stories ( the easy way )
Short Stories in Brazilian Portuguese for Beginners Olly Richards 2019-12-26 An unmissable collection
of eight unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners of Brazilian
Portuguese. "Olly's top-notch language-learning insights are right in line with the best of what we know
from neuroscience and cognitive psychology about how to learn effectively. I love his work - and you will
too!" - Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short Stories in
Brazilian Portuguese for Beginners has been written especially for students from high-beginner to lowintermediate level, designed to give a sense of achievement, a feeling of progress and most importantly
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- enjoyment! Mapped to A2-B1 on the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for
languages, these eight captivating stories are designed to give you a sense of achievement and a feeling
of progress when reading. What does this book give you? - Eight stories in a variety of exciting genres,
from science fiction and crime to history and thriller - making reading fun, while you learn a wide range
of new vocabulary - Controlled language at your level to help you progress confidently - Realistic spoken
dialogues, to help you learn conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability - Accessible
grammar so you learn new structures naturally, in a stress-free way - Beautiful illustrations
accompanying each story, to set the scene and support your understanding - Pleasure! Research shows
that if you're enjoying reading in a foreign language, you won't experience the usual feelings of
frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!' Carefully curated to make learning a new language
easy, these stories include key features that will support and consolidate your progress, including: - A
glossary for bolded words in each chapter - Full plot summary - A bilingual word list - Comprehension
questions after each chapter. As a result, you will be able to focus on enjoying reading, delighting in
your improved range of vocabulary and grasp of the language, without ever feeling overwhelmed. From
science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short Stories in Brazilian Portuguese for Beginners will
make learning Brazilian Portuguese easy and enjoyable.
The Everything Essential German Book Edward Swick 2013-07-18 Learn to speak and write German like
a pro! Need a quick introduction to the German language? Whether you're planning a vacation, adding
a valuable second language to your resume, or simply brushing up on your skills, The Everything
Essential German Book is your perfect guide for learning to speak and write in German. This portable
guide covers the most important basics, including: The German alphabet and translation Greetings and
conversation starters Common questions and answers Verb tenses and sentence structure With step-bystep instructions, pronunciation guides, and practical exercises, you'll find learning German can be easy
and fun! You'll be speaking--and understanding--German in no time!
Intermediate Korean Short Stories Lingo Mastery 2021-08-30 Are you looking for a new Korean
challenge after mastering the basics? Welcome to the Intermediate level! The Korean language is
constantly advancing and conquering new markets. Whether it's with their television series, their
incredible music or simply the culture and tourism, the Korean tongue is currently taking over the
world! And we guess that you don't want to be left behind in not understanding and speaking Korean,
right? Because of this, we have created the next level of Korean stories for the students who have
already surpassed the beginner level: Intermediate Korean Short Stories! In this book we have compiled
12 challenging, compelling and fun stories that will allow you to expand your vocabulary, educate you
on the culture and give you the tools to boost your grasp of the wonderful Korean tongue. How
Intermediate Korean Short Stories works: - Each chapter possesses a funny, interesting and/or thoughtprovoking story based on real-life situations, allowing you to discover more about the Korean way of
life. The last two are even more challenging in length and level for those of you getting ready for
Advanced Korean! - The summaries follow the story: a synopsis in Korean and in English of what you
just read, both to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the tale was about. Use
them if you're having trouble. - At the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with a list of the most
relevant vocabulary involved in the lesson, as well as slang and sayings that you may not have
understood at first glance! - Finally, you'll be provided with a set of tricky questions in Korean, allowing
you the chance to prove that you learned something in the story. Don't worry if you don't know the
answer to any - we will provide them immediately after (and in English), but no cheating! We want you
to feel comfortable while mastering the Korean tongue; after all, no language should be a barrier for
you to travel around the world and expand your social circles! So look no further! Pick up your copy of
Intermediate Korean Short Stories and level up your Korean language learning right now!
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Intermediate Japanese Short Stories Lingo Mastery 2021-05-14 Are you on your way towards learning
Japanese and need a new challenge? We're constantly trying to improve and master new skills, and the
Japanese language is no exception. We have created the next level of Japanese stories for the students
who have already surpassed the beginner level: Intermediate Japanese Short Stories! In this book we
have compiled 10 challenging, compelling and fun stories that will allow you to expand your vocabulary
and give you the tools to boost your grasp of the wonderful Japanese tongue.How Intermediate Japanese
Short Stories works:?Each chapter possesses a funny, interesting and/or thought-provoking story based
on real-life situations, allowing you to learn about the Japanese culture.?Having trouble understanding
Japanese characters? No problem - despite being Intermediate Japanese, we have still included a
romanization to help guide you through your learning process, just like in the beginner stories!?The
summaries follow the story: a synopsis in Japanese and in English of what you just read, both to review
the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the tale was about. Use them if you're having
trouble.?At the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with a list of the most relevant vocabulary
involved in the lesson, as well as slang and sayings that you may not have understood at first glance!
Don't get lost trying to understand or pronounce it all, either, as all of the vocabulary words are
Romanized for your ease of learning!?Finally, you'll be provided with a set of tricky questions in
Japanese, allowing you the chance to prove that you learned something in the story. Don't worry if you
don't know the answer to any - we will provide them immediately after, but no cheating!We want you to
feel comfortable while mastering the Japanese tongue; after all, no language should be a barrier for you
to travel around the world and expand your social circles!So look no further! Pick up your copy of
Intermediate Japanese Short Stories and level up your Japanese language learning right now!
Five Great German Short Stories Stanley Appelbaum 2012-07-12 Five outstanding selections from
noble tradition: Heinrich von Kleist's "The Earthquake in Chile," E. T. A. Hoffmann's "The Sandman,"
Arthur Schnitzler's "Lieutenant Gustl," Thomas Mann's "Tristan," and Franz Kafka's "The Judgment."
German Short Stories for Beginners: 20 Captivating Short Stories to Learn German & Grow Your
Vocabulary the Fun Way! Lingo Mastery 2020-10-02 Is learning German your next big goal - but finding
suitable reading material is difficult? Do you find traditional textbooks boring, and need an entertaining
alternative that can give you the tools to become a German speaker? German students regularly have to
go through the toughest experiences to find proper reading material that isn't too tough or too tedious
for them - as language teachers, we know this. This is why we've created another German Short Stories
for Beginners, to ensure that young and old students at the entry level of learning can have yet another
chance to polish their German tongue and survive to tell the tale! Twenty easy-to-read, entertaining and
interesting stories await inside, along with the best tools to help you practice once you're done reading
each tale. Our book will ensure you not only can read something that will expand your knowledge on
German, but that you will understand and be able to pick it apart piece by piece in your quest for
learning. How German Short Stories for Beginners Vol.2 works: - Each story will contain important
lessons (Nouns, Pronouns, Future Tense, conversational terms, and more), involving an interesting and
entertaining story with realistic dialogues and day-to-day situations. - The summaries follow: a synopsis
in German and in English of what you just read, both to review the lesson and for you to see if you
understood what the tale was about. - At the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with a list of
the most relevant vocabulary involved in the lesson, as well as slang and sayings that you may not have
understood at first glance! - Finally, you'll be provided with a set of tricky questions in German,
providing you with the chance to prove that you learned something in the story. Don't worry if you don't
know the answer to any - we will provide them immediately after, but no cheating! Do you think you can
handle it? If the answer is yes, then you're definitely on your way to becoming a fluent German speaker,
and we'll certainly help you on the way! So, look no further! Pick up your copy of German Short Stories
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for Beginners Vol.2 and take your German to the next level right now!
Italian Short Stories for Beginners Volume 2 Lingo Mastery 2020-07-06
German Short Stories for Beginners: 30 Captivating Short Stories to Learn German & Grow Your
Vocabulary the Fun Way! My Daily German 2019-02-20 30 German Short Stories for Complete
Beginners One of the smartest ways to improve fluency is to read stories in your chosen language.
Finding appropriate literature can be tough when you're just starting out, but this collection of 30 short
stories is a fun and entertaining way of learning German vocabulary and grammar. Each story is around
300 words, making them very quick reads without overwhelming you. Crafted for beginners, this is
ideal for newcomers who are trying to approach fluency in a natural way. Rapidly Learn New
Vocabulary Classes often emphasize the most proper way of speaking and writing a language, but that's
rarely found with native speakers. These stories will help you learn how German is commonly written
and conveyed with natural dialogues and expressions. Following each story is a list of interesting words
used in the story along with an English translation. No more reaching for an German-to-English
dictionary when encountering uncommon words. Grasp the Grammar Each story has a mixture of
simple dialogue, descriptive sentences and everything in-between. This allows you to pick up how
sentences are commonly written along with how to describe scenery, items and people, giving you an
overall and detailed way of understanding the written language. Reading and Listening Skills Each
story is only 300 words, giving you an engaging yet simple story that you can quickly read through. We
also supply you with a free audio file so that you can follow along and understand how each word is said
and how the sentences should be read. This is narrated by a native German speaker, ensuring every
inflection is correct. With this book you'll get: 30 short stories--each story just 300 words long, 110
pages 60 minutes of audio from a native German speaker Their English translation after each paragraph
If you want to improve your reading fluency as quickly and naturally as possible, then this book is ideal.
Not only that, but each story is interesting, and you can read them in a matter of minutes.
Short Stories in Russian for Intermediate Learners Olly Richards 2021-04-13 An unmissable collection
of eight unconventional and captivating short stories for young adult and adult intermediate learners of
Russian. Olly's top-notch language-learning insights are right in line with the best of what we know
from neuroscience and cognitive psychology about how to learn effectively. I love his work - and you will
too! - Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short Stories in
Russian for Intermediate Learners has been written especially for students from a low-intermediate to
intermediate level, designed to give a sense of achievement, and most importantly - enjoyment! Mapped
to B1-B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages, these eight
captivating stories will both entertain you and give you a feeling of progress when reading. What does
this book give you? - Eight stories in a variety of exciting genres, from science fiction and crime to
history and thriller - making reading fun, while you learn a wide range of new vocabulary - Controlled
language at your level, to help you progress confidently - Realistic spoken dialogues, to help you learn
conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability - Accessible grammar so you learn new
structures naturally, in a stress-free way - Beautiful illustrations accompanying each story, to set the
scene and support your understanding - Pleasure! Research shows that if you're enjoying reading in a
foreign language, you won't experience the usual feelings of frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't
understand!' With intriguing plots that will spark your imagination and keep you reading, Short Stories
in Russian for Intermediate Learners will take your grasp of Russian to the next level with key features
to support and consolidate your progress, including: - A glossary for bold-face words in each text - A
bilingual word list - Full plot summary - Comprehension questions after each chapter. As a result, you
will be able to focus on enjoyingreading in Cyrillic, delighting in your improved range of vocabulary and
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grasp of the language, without ever feeling overwhelmed. From science fiction to fantasy, to crime and
thrillers, Short Stories in Russian for Intermediate Learners uses reading as the perfect tool to not only
delight in learning Russian and reading Cyrillic, but to accelerate your journey towards fluency. These
stories are appropriate for Intermediate Low-Mid ACTFL levels. Use the codes inside the book and
ebook to access a bonus story for free and the discounted audiobook on our Language Readers Library
site or on the Language Readers app.
Intermediate German Short Stories Lingo Mastery 2019-07-22 Improve your German skills and grow
your vocabulary with these 10 entertaining German short stories! The best part of learning a new
language is experiencing the culture and diving into activities that will enrich your life and vocabulary.
The best way to learn a new language is by reading, and in this German book you will find yourself
turning page after page to get to the end of each captivating story that will engage your mind and help
you improve your German. In this book you will find: 10 captivating short stories that develop in
circumstances such as traveling, personal relationships, among other topics that you will find easy to
relate to. The stories are broken down into manageable chapters, so you always make progress with the
story. Carefully written stories with you as an intermediate level reader in mind, using straightforward
grammar and commonly used words so you can enjoy reading while learning new grammatical
structures without being overwhelmed. Plenty of natural dialogues in each story that you would actually
use in an everyday conversation, which will drastically improve your speaking and comprehension
ability at the same time! At the end of each chapter there will be a comprehensive guide specially
designed for intermediate level readers, it will take you through a summary of each story followed by a
vocabulary of some of the words from the story to make sure that you understand the story fully.
Chapter by chapter you will find yourself effortlessly reading each story. Not struggling like in basic
textbooks or boring reads. You will get involved by reading the dialogue of the characters by learning
how to express yourself in different contexts and more importantly by learning new German words that
will get you closer to your goal of becoming fully conversational! Enjoy the book!
First Spanish Reader Angel Flores 2012-04-18 Delightful stories, other material based on works of Don
Juan Manuel, Luis Taboada, Ricardo Palma, other noted writers. Complete faithful English translations
on facing pages. Exercises.
Russian Grammar and Vocabulary Workbook Lingo Mastery 2020-08-20
German Language Textbook Language School 2020-11-23 ★★★ Do you want to learn German in a simple
and innovative way? You are in the right place at the right time ★★★ With this manual you'll have 6 short
stories with related communal activities, so easy to understand, and all of German grammar (adjectives,
verbs, names, articles, pronouns and also the pronunciation). German Language Textbook: 2 BOOKS IN
1. German Short Stories + German Language for Beginners. Captivating Short Stories, German
Grammar, Common Phrases, All in This Beginners Bundle It will help you to start from scratch and
reach the level of your desires. In this book you can: approach to German reading storied related to
communal activities how to pronounce German words Tips and tricks of German grammar How to use
articles, pronouns and nouns in the phrases. The articles, pronouns most used.and all of their rules.
How to use verbs and adjectives in the phrases. to learn the days, months, seasons and numbers. To
learn common traveller phrases. Tips and tricks for learning the language fast. A variety of difficult
phrases. Even if you have never heard a word of German in your life, you will be able to learn it with
this simple manual. This manual is made for people who want to improve their knowledge but also for
the ones who don't have any. What are you waiting for? You can learn the 10th most spoken language in
the world, spoken by more than 120 million people. Scroll to the top and click the ★★★ BUY NOW
german-short-stories-for-beginners-20-captivating
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BUTTON ★★★
Short Stories in Russian for Beginners Olly Richards 2018-10-04 An unmissable collection of eight
unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners. "I love Olly's work - and you
will too!" - Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short
Stories in Russian for Beginners has been written especially for students from beginner to intermediate
level, designed to give a sense of achievement, and most importantly - enjoyment! Mapped to A2-B1 on
the Common European Framework of Reference, these eight captivating stories will both entertain you,
and give you a feeling of progress when reading. What does this book give you? · Eight stories in a
variety of exciting genres, from science fiction and crime to history and thriller - making reading fun,
while you learn a wide range of new vocabulary · Controlled language at your level, including the 1000
most frequent words, to help you progress confidently · Authentic spoken dialogues, to help you learn
conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability · Pleasure! It's much easier to learn a new
language when you're having fun, and research shows that if you're enjoying reading in a foreign
language, you won't experience the usual feelings of frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!' ·
Accessible grammar so you learn new structures naturally, in a stress-free way Carefully curated to
make learning a new language easy, these stories include key features that will support and consolidate
your progress, including · A glossary for bolded words in each text · A bilingual word list · Full plot
summary · Comprehension questions after each chapter. As a result, you will be able to focus on
enjoying reading, delighting in your improved range of vocabulary and grasp of the language, without
ever feeling overwhelmed or frustrated. From science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short
Stories in Russian for Beginners will make learning Russian easy and enjoyable. Publisher's Note: The
new edition of October 2018 has been comprehensively revised: it rectifies the translation errors
identified by reviewers below in the previous edition and includes a completely new story.
100 German Short Stories for Beginners Learn German with Stories Christian Stahl 2017-10-23 This
book offers an easy way of learning German for all ages. 100 German Short Stories for Beginners has
been written especially for international students from beginner to intermediate level (A2-B1 on the
Common European Framework of Reference). All German short stories are unique and hopefully
entertaining in content, and new vocabulary is gradually added at a manageable pace so you won't get
overwhelmed. Towards the end of this German book you find the stories slightly more complex, but still
comprehensible for beginners. At the end of this book you find the free audiobook link in one mp3 file
that contain the longer stories of this book. Furthermore, this German language learning book offers
you a wide range of culturally important information you can use when you travel to Germany or study
there, and frankly, this book is not only for German language learners but also for anyone interested in
German daily life and culture in general.
German Language Learning University 2018-06-06 If you want to learn German fast and in a variety of
fun ways that actually work then keep reading... Most people don't have a huge amount of extra time to
spend learning a new language. Could you be one of them? You see, most people make the same
mistakes when learning German and this is causing their progress to stagnate. The problem is that they
are only sticking to a single way of learning German. But now, you can maximize your chances of
learning German in less time compared to reading boring textbooks. Introducing: German: Learn
German For Beginners Including German Grammar, German Short Stories and 1000+ German Phrases.
This book includes 3 comprehensive German manuscripts in 1 book: German: An Essential Guide to
German Language Learning German Short Stories: 9 Simple and Captivating Stories for Effective
German Learning for Beginners German Phrase Book: The Ultimate German Phrase Book for Travelers
of Germany, Including Over 1000 Phrases for Accommodations, Eating, Traveling, Shopping, and More
german-short-stories-for-beginners-20-captivating
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Not only will you learn grammar, but you'll also increase comprehension and grow your German
vocabulary while enjoying yourself. Here's just a glimpse of what you will learn in part 1 of this book:
Pronunciation The German alphabet The basics Pronouns Sentence construction German verbs Time
and date What are adjectives? What are prepositions? German on the road Most common words And
Much More! In part 2, you will get 9 Simple and captivating short stories that will ignite your
imagination so you can learn German quickly and easily. In part 3 you will get German phrases for:
Starting out; Such as Meetings & Greetings Getting Accustomed Eating Accommodations Traveling
Shopping Leasure Activities And Much, Much More! So if you want to avoid wasting too much of your
time "trying" to learn German, and actually start learning it in one of the most efficient ways possible,
click "Add to Cart"!
Short Stories in French for Beginners Olly Richards 2018-10-04 An unmissable collection of eight
unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners. "I love Olly's work - and you
will too!" - Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short
Stories in French for Beginners has been written especially for students from beginner to intermediate
level, designed to give a sense of achievement, and most importantly - enjoyment! Mapped to A2-B1 on
the Common European Framework of Reference, these eight captivating stories will both entertain you,
and give you a feeling of progress when reading. What does this book give you? · Eight stories in a
variety of exciting genres, from science fiction and crime to history and thriller - making reading fun,
while you learn a wide range of new vocabulary · Controlled language at your level, including the 1000
most frequent words, to help you progress confidently · Authentic spoken dialogues, to help you learn
conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability · Pleasure! It's much easier to learn a new
language when you're having fun, and research shows that if you're enjoying reading in a foreign
language, you won't experience the usual feelings of frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!' ·
Accessible grammar so you learn new structures naturally, in a stress-free way Carefully curated to
make learning a new language easy, these stories include key features that will support and consolidate
your progress, including · A glossary for bolded words in each text · Full plot summary · A bilingual
word list · Comprehension questions after each chapter. As a result, you will be able to focus on
enjoying reading, delighting in your improved range of vocabulary and grasp of the language, without
ever feeling overwhelmed or frustrated. From science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short
Stories in French for Beginners will make learning French easy and enjoyable.
Conversational Dutch Dialogues Lingo Mastery 2020-08-19 Is conversational Dutch turning a little
too tricky for you? Do you have no idea how to order a meal or book a room at a hotel? If your answer to
any of the previous questions was 'Yes', then this book is for you! If there's even been something
tougher than learning the grammar rules of a new language, it's finding the way to speak with other
people in that tongue. Any student knows this - we can try our best at practicing, but you always want
to avoid making embarrassing mistakes or not getting your message through correctly. 'How do I get
out of this situation?' many students ask themselves, to no avail, but no answer is forthcoming. Until
now. We have compiled MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED conversational Dutch stories for beginners along
with their translations, allowing new Dutch speakers to have the necessary tools to begin studying how
to set a meeting, rent a car or tell a doctor that they don't feel well. We're not wasting time here with
conversations that don't go anywhere: if you want to know how to solve problems (while learning a ton
of Dutch along the way, obviously), this book is for you! How Conversational Dutch Dialogues works: Each new chapter will have a fresh, new story between two people who wish to solve a common, day-today issue that you will surely encounter in real life. - An Dutch version of the conversation will take
place first, followed by an English translation. This ensures that you fully understood just what it was
that they were saying. - Before and after the main section of the book, we shall provide you with an
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introduction and conclusion that will offer you important strategies, tips and tricks to allow you to get
the absolute most out of this learning material. - That's about it! Simple, useful and incredibly helpful;
you will NOT need another conversational Dutch book once you have begun reading and studying this
one! We want you to feel comfortable while learning the tongue; after all, no language should be a
barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your social circles! So look no further! Pick up
your copy of Conversational Dutch Dialogues and start learning Dutch right now!
Intermediate Portuguese Short Stories Lingo Lingo Mastery 2019-08-30 Improve your Portuguese skills
and grow your vocabulary with these 10 entertaining Brazilian Portuguese short stories! The best part
of learning a new language is experiencing the culture and diving into activities that will enrich your life
and vocabulary. The best way to learn a new language is by reading, and in this Portuguese book you
will find yourself turning page after page to get to the end of each captivating story that will engage
your mind and help you improve your Portuguese. In this book you will find: 10 captivating stories
among topics that you will find easy to relate to. The stories are broken down into manageable
chapters, so you always make progress with the story. Carefully written stories with you as an
intermediate level reader in mind, using straightforward grammar and commonly used words so you
can enjoy reading while learning new grammatical structures without being overwhelmed. Plenty of
natural dialogues in each story that you would actually use in an everyday conversation, which will
drastically improve your speaking and comprehension ability at the same time! At the end of each
chapter there will be a comprehensive guide specially designed for beginner level readers, it will take
you through a summary of each story followed by a vocabulary of some of the words from the story to
make sure that you understand the story fully. Chapter by chapter you will find yourself effortlessly
reading each story. Not struggling like in basic textbooks or boring reads. You will get involved by
reading the dialogue of the characters by learning how to express yourself in different contexts and
more importantly by learning new Portuguese words that will get you closer to your goal of becoming
fully conversational. This book has been written by a native Brazilian author and is recommended for
B1+ level learners.
Short Stories in Norwegian for Beginners Olly Richards 2020-01-23 An unmissable collection of
eight unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners of Norwegian. "Olly's
top-notch language-learning insights are right in line with the best of what we know from neuroscience
and cognitive psychology about how to learn effectively. I love his work - and you will too!" - Barbara
Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short Stories in Norwegian for
Beginners has been written especially for students from high-beginner to low-intermediate level,
designed to give a sense of achievement, a feeling of progress and most importantly - enjoyment!
Mapped to A2-B1 on the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages, these eight
captivating stories are designed to give you a sense of achievement and a feeling of progress when
reading. What does this book give you? - Eight stories in a variety of exciting genres, from science
fiction and crime to history and thriller - making reading fun, while you learn a wide range of new
vocabulary - Controlled language at your level to help you progress confidently - Authentic spoken
dialogues to help you learn conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability - Accessible
grammar so you learn new structures naturally, in a stress-free way - Beautiful illustrations
accompanying each story, to set the scene and support your understanding - Pleasure! Research shows
that if you're enjoying reading in a foreign language, you won't experience the usual feelings of
frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!' Carefully curated to make learning a new language
easy, these stories include key features that will support and consolidate your progress, including: - A
glossary for bolded words in each chapter - Full plot summary - A bilingual word list - Comprehension
questions after each chapter. As a result, you will be able to focus on enjoying reading, delighting in
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your improved range of vocabulary and grasp of the language, without ever feeling overwhelmed. From
science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short Stories in Norwegian for Beginners will make
learning Norwegian easy and enjoyable.
Conversational Spanish Dialogues Lingo Mastery 2018-05-04 Is conversational Spanish turning a little
too tricky for you? Do you have no idea on how to order a meal or book a room at a hotel? If your
answer to any of the previous questions was ‘Yes’, then this book is for you! If there’s even been
something tougher than learning the grammar rules of a new language, it’s finding the way to speak
with other people in that tongue. Any student knows this – we can try our best at practicing, but you
always want to avoid making embarrassing mistakes or not getting your message through correctly.
‘How do I get out of this situation?’ many students ask themselves, to no avail, but no answer is
forthcoming. Until now. We have compiled MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED Spanish Stories for Beginners
along with their translations, allowing new Spanish speakers to have the necessary tools to begin
studying how to set a meeting, rent a car or tell a doctor that they don’t feel well! We’re not wasting
time here with conversations that don’t go anywhere: if you want to know how to solve problems (while
learning a ton of Spanish along the way, obviously), this book is for you! How Conversational Spanish
Dialogues works: Each new chapter will have a fresh, new story between two people who wish to solve a
common, day-to-day issue that you will surely encounter in real life.A Spanish version of the
conversation will take place first, followed by an English translation. This ensures that you fully
understood just what it was that they were saying!Before and after the main section of the book, we
shall provide you with an introduction and conclusion that will offer you important strategies, tips and
tricks to allow you to get the absolute most out of this learning material.That’s about it! Simple, useful
and incredibly helpful; you will NOT need another conversational Spanish book once you have begun
reading and studying this one!We want you to feel comfortable while learning the tongue; after all, no
language should be a barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your social circles! So look
no further! Pick up your copy of Conversational Spanish Dialogues and start learning Spanish right
now!
French Short Stories for Beginners Lingo Mastery 2019-05 Finding material for your French immersion
can be a nightmare, but not anymore! French students regularly have to go through the toughest
experiences to find proper reading material that isn't too tough for them - as teachers; we know this.
This is why we've created French Short Stories for Beginners to ensure that young and old students at
the Beginner level can have yet another chance to immerse themselves into fun and interactive stories
designer for you, the student. Twenty easy-to-read, entertaining and interesting stories await inside,
along with the best tools to help you practice once you're done reading each tale. Our book will ensure
you not only can read something that will expand your knowledge on French but that you will
understand and be able to pick it apart piece by piece in your quest for learning. How French Short
Stories for Beginners works: Each story is designed to keep you engaged an interested as well as using
vocabulary that you will actually use. The summaries follow a synopsis in French and in English of what
you just read, both to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the tale was about. At
the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with a list of the most relevant vocabulary involved in
the lesson, as well as slang and sayings that you may not have understood at first glance! Finally, you'll
be provided with a set of tricky questions in French, providing you with the chance to prove that you
learned something in the story. Don't worry if you don't know the answer to any - we will provide them
immediately after, but no cheating! Do you think you can handle it? If the answer is yes, then you're
definitely on your way to becoming a French speaker, and we'll certainly make that dream come true!
We recommend this book for French learners at A2 level and above as it is designed for students with a
basic understanding of French. So look no further! Pick up your copy of French Short Stories for
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Beginners Vol.2 and start learning French right now!
Willkommen! 1 (Third edition) German Beginner s course Heiner Schneke 2019-04-09 *This
listing is for the activity book. Willkommen! 1 is also available as a Course Pack, coursebook, and CD &
DVD set.* Willkommen! 1 German Beginner's Course is a best-selling multi-format German adult
learning programme for classroom and home use. Fully revised and updated for this new edition, the
course includes a coursebook, course pack, activity book and CD and DVD set plus online activities. This
blended learning approach will get you speaking, writing and understanding German with accuracy and
confidence. The course covers levels A1 to A2 of the Common European Framework of Reference
(CEFR) for Languages. Whether you are learning for general interest, for your job, holiday, or for an
exam, Willkommen! 1 is packed full of comprehensive material and interesting features to improve your
fluency and understanding. · Includes lively and contemporary topics from food, shopping and
relationships to careers and life in Germany and German-speaking countries. · Book, audio and video
content allow for flexible use in the classroom and at home. · Range of activities based on authentic
materials including menus, brochures and interviews. · Different types of writing practice, including
letters, CV, emails and blogs. · Listening material includes interviews, radio and TV clips. · 'Real-life'
German videos demonstrate how the language is really spoken. · Deutschland info sections give
practical and cultural insights into German life. Created in consultation with teachers and learners,
Willkommen! 1 provides about 120 hours of study and is ideal for group-learning as well as for revision
and self-study. Also available: Coursebook (ISBN 9781473672659): this full-colour 288-page coursebook
is the primary text for the course. Ideal for classroom and home use. Course Pack (ISBN
9781473672673): includes the Coursebook, the CD and DVD Set and an online Support Book containing
a key to the exercises and audio transcripts). CD and DVD Set (ISBN 9781473672642): contains all the
dialogues and listening activities included in the coursebook plus video content building on the real-life
German used in the course.
2000 Most Common German Words in Context Lingo Mastery 2018-12-03 Have you been trying to learn
German and simply can't find the way to expand your vocabulary? Do your teachers recommend you
boring textbooks and complicated stories that you don't really understand? Are you looking for a way to
learn the language quicker without taking shortcuts? If you answered "Yes!" to at least one of those
previous questions, then this book is for you! We've compiled the 2000 Most Common Words in German,
a list of terms that will expand your vocabulary to levels previously unseen. Did you know that -according to an important study -- learning the top two thousand (2000) most frequently used words will
enable you to understand up to 84% of all non-fiction and 86.1% of fiction literature and 92.7% of oral
speech? Those are amazing stats, and this book will take you even further than those numbers! In this
book: A detailed introduction with tips and tricks on how to improve your learning A list of 2000 of the
most common words in German and their translations An example sentence for each word - in both
German and English Finally, a conclusion to make sure you've learned and supply you with a final list of
tips Don't look any further, we've got what you need right here! In fact, we're ready to turn you into a
German speaker... are you ready to get involved in becoming one?
German Short Stories for Beginners + Audio Download My Daily German 2020-10-28 Improve your
listening, reading and pronunciations skills in German Brush up on your German, improve your reading
and listening skills, and make learning new vocabulary so much easier with German stories. How will
this book improve your German language skills: Gain a greater vocabulary that you can use
immediately, every day. You will add 1,500+ German words and expressions to your repertoire through
the encounter of descriptive sentences and casual conversations woven throughout the stories. Sharpen
your listening comprehension of the spoken word by listening to a native German speaker (with the free
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audio) Learn how to pronounce German words by comparing the written word to the audio recording.
Familiarize yourself with a wide range of grammar structures and put them to use today. With this book
you'll get: 30 easy German short stories 30 audio files from a native German speaker Their English
translation after each paragraph If you want to improve your reading fluency as quickly and naturally as
possible, then this book is ideal.
German Short Stories for Beginners Book 1 Learn Like A Native 2020-08-22 Forget about boring
lectures on grammar and endless vocabulary lists. With the help of this book, English speakers like you
can easily learn German and immerse themselves in it without having to leave the country!
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